Merlin is proprietary, intuitive, and powerful software
that runs the entire suite of Telesis products.
®

Across laser, dot peen, and scribe marking systems,
Merlin is a long-trusted customer favorite tool.
®

From PC-based system applications, to fixed-button dot
peen controllers, touchscreen controllers, and dual-head
lasers, Merlin makes marks happen.
®

WORLDWIDE SALES & SUPPORT

telesis.com
sales@telesistech.com
Merlin is a registered trademark of Telesis Technologies, Inc.

MAGICALLY EASY
OPERATOR INTERFACE

MADE AND MAINTAINED
IN-HOUSE

LEGENDARY SUPPORT
AND TRAINING

Pattern design is quick and simple
with Merlin’s user interface. Easily
design and execute machine- and
human-readable marks. The
PatternWizard™ makes pattern setup
truly magical, even for a novice.
Quickly adjust the size, location, and
orientation of your pattern designs.

A truly proprietary and revolutionary
software package, Telesis engineers
built Merlin from the ground up.
While most laser and dot peen
manufacturers re-sell off-theshelf software, Telesis constantly
maintains and improves Merlin.
This ensures you receive the best
capabilities and the ability to
customize features.

Our robust, long-lasting, and timetested products are vigorously
tested. If an issue does arise, remote
troubleshooting, on-site support, and
in-house service will quickly solve the
problem. Although the Merlin platform
is intuitive, our team can conduct
virtual operator training or in-person
sessions so your operators and team
can get up and running quickly.

INTEGRATES SEAMLESSLY

PLANT PRODUCTIVITY

TOTAL CONTROL FROM
ONE PLATFORM

Merlin works well with others. Use
the easy setup tool, or work with our
in-house software team to introduce
Merlin into your systems.

Merlin includes an ultra-modern
connectivity tool to easily set
up communication with various
databases while handling SQL
Query to extract data directly to
your pattern.

Because Merlin is available with
most Telesis products, users can
utilize the software on their laser
AND dot peen equipment. Reduce
employee training time, prevent
operator errors, and create more
efficient processes with Merlin on
every platform.

SAFETY

MORE THAN A MARK

CAPABILITIES FOR EVERY
INDUSTRY

Merlin creates an additional layer
of safety for your operations.
With Telesis’ Merlin, production
specialists can breath easy. Merlin
prevents marks from being
executed if certain parameters
are not meant, while its intuitive
structure prevents errors.

Use barcode scanning to load preset patterns, load a picture of the
part and fixture, and insert marking
data in the proper field without
the need for a keyboard. Most laser
software packages can mark true
type fonts, bar codes and graphics,
but Merlin allows the operator to
manipulate and edit DXF Files in
the laser software.

Industry specific tools included
such as UDI, UID & GSI formats,
banding for close tolerance medical
instruments, serialization tracking
for gun manufacturing and VIN
marks for the highly regulated
automobile industry.

